
Many of the 
underlying issues 
that dominated the 
headlines last year 
go to the very heart 
of our work as a 
leading responsible 
investor. It is only by 
understanding the 
problem that we can 
reach the right 
solution.

Michelle Scrimgeour 
CEO, Legal & General Investment 
Management

902
The number of companies 
with which our Investment 
Stewardship team engaged

£332.2bn1

The amount of assets we 
manage in responsible  
investment strategies 

19
The number of new 
responsible investment 
strategies we launched

171,0002

The number of 
resolutions worldwide 
on which we voted

2022 in numbers

Note: This document reports on LGIM’s stewardship activities during 2022. Unless otherwise stated, all information, data 
and graphical depictions provided that are not referenced are based on LGIM internal data as at 31 December 2022.  
Key risk: The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you 
may not get back the amount you originally invested.

1. LGIM, as at 31 December 2022. AUM in responsible investment strategies represents only the AUM from funds or client mandates that feature a deliberate 
and positive expression of ESG criteria, in the fund documentation for pooled fund structures or in a client’s Investment Management Agreement

2. Across all assets under management. 

For professional investors only. Not to be distributed to retail investors. All investing involves risk.

Active ownership: 2022
Global engagement to deliver positive change
Active ownership means striving to create sustainable value for our clients. Our annual report details how we achieved this in 2022.



Our objective is... 
…to effect positive change in the companies and 
assets in which we invest, and for society as a whole. 
Last year, we focused on:

1. Policy advocacy and collaboration

• LGIM’s global policy dialogue is aimed at helping to
create an appropriate regulatory backdrop by
removing policy and structural barriers to reform on
ESG issues

• Nature was a core area of focus in our policy work
during 2022, covering agriculture, water, biodiversity
and deforestation

2. Environment

• Under our Climate Impact Pledge (CIP), ~80
companies were subject to potential voting
sanctions for not meeting our minimum standards

• In October 2022, we expanded the CIP from covering
c. 1,000 companies in 15 sectors to now cover
5,000+ companies across 20 climate-critical sectors

• In September 2022, we published LGIM’s
deforestation policy and launched an engagement
campaign, writing to 300 companies from a set of
deforestation-critical sectors explaining our
expectations and potential consequences if these
were not met

3. Diversity

• The 2022 AGM season was the first in which we
voted against specific companies due to a lack of
board-level ethnic diversity

• We voted against 69 companies in the FTSE 100 and
S&P 500 for having all-male executive committees3

• In 2022, we expanded our diversity engagement to
Brazil, India, China and South Africa

3. LGIM internal vote data, 2022



4. People and health

• We used our votes to push for progress on 
antimicrobial resistance by supporting three 
shareholder proposals on this issue 

• In 2022, we gave companies an ultimatum to 
disclose their living wage strategy by 2025

• We placed just over 100 votes on social and people-
related matters, including labour rights, inequality 
and discrimination

5. Investor rights

• In 2022, we reinforced our commitment to ‘one 
share, one vote’

• We took a holistic approach to ESG themes, 
understanding that there is a governance angle to a 
company’s management of many ESG-related issues

6. Directors’ pay 

• We provide clear expectations to the market and 
review company pay structures against transparent 
policy red lines

• During 2022, we continued to focus on stakeholder 
experience and the fair treatment of employees in a 
high-inflation environment



2022 Investment Stewardship team engagement

Meetings/calls Written

number of
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787
Governance

Breaking down the engagement numbers

Breakdown of engagement by themes*

Top five engagement topics*

Regional breakdown of engagements

in UK

in Asia Pacific
(ex-Japan)

in Europein North America
489

31
in Central and 
South America

207
140

in Africa
14 220

in Oceania
45

in Japan
78

264281 212219
Shareholder 

rights
Remuneration Company disclosure 

and transparency

*Note: an engagement can cover more than a single topic

636
Environmental

187
Other

120
DeforestationClimate 

change

271
Social
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Awards
Achieving industry and peer approval
We always aim to produce industry-leading work, but we are not 
complacent about our achievements. External validation and oversight 
keep us on our toes and propels us forward to keep improving.

Awards should not be considered a recommendation. Past performance is not a guide to the future. The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can 
go down as well as up; you may not get back the amount you originally invested.

In 2022, we won the following 
industry awards for our efforts 
in responsible investing:

• The ‘ESG’ award at the City AM Awards

• The ‘ESG Identity’ award at the SRI Awards

• The ‘Most innovative sustainable ETF launch’ award at the 
Investment Week Sustainable Investment Awards

• ‘ESG/SRI Provider of the Year’ at the Irish Pensions Awards

• 'Best Asia-Pacific ESG Equity ETF’ at the Mondo ETF Awards

• 'Investment House of the Year’ at the Risk.net’s Risk Awards
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The full report
To read more about LGIM’s active ownership in 2022, including many more examples of 
where we have helped to deliver positive change, please see the full version of this report by 
visiting our website: www.lgim.com/activeowner 

You can also read regular updates from the Investment Stewardship team on the LGIM blog 
and hear interviews with them on LGIM Talks, our podcast channel.

 For professional investors only. Not to be distributed 
to retail investors. All investing involves risk.
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Active ownership means striving to create sustainable value for our clients. This report details how we achieved this in 2022.
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• Under our Climate 
Impact Pledge, 80 
companies were subject 
to potential voting 
sanctions for not 
meeting minimum 
standards, two 
companies were 
divested and one  
was reinstated 
 

ESG: Environment

• In October 2022, we 
expanded the Climate 
Impact Pledge from 
covering c. 1,000 
companies in 15 sectors 
to now cover more than 
5,000 companies across 
20 climate-critical sectors; 
and we have increased 
the number of companies 
subject to deep 
engagement to over 100

• In September 2022, we 
published LGIM’s 
deforestation policy and 
launched an 
engagement campaign, 
writing to 300 
companies from a set 
of deforestation-critical 
sectors explaining our 
expectations and 
potential consequences 
if these were not met

3030
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12. World Economic Forum, 2020

Nature and biodiversity

Identify and engage

We believe the global impact of nature loss (including 
from deforestation) on the markets and companies in 
which our clients are invested is financially material. 

Biodiversity loss presents a major global systemic risk, 
as more than half of the world’s gross domestic product 
(GDP) – around US$44 trillion – is either moderately or 
highly dependent on nature.12  

Through their investment portfolios, clients may be 
exposed to direct or indirect biodiversity risks including: 
physical risk, litigation and reputational risks, 
systematic risk and the risk of increasing regulation 

Collaboration – We are active members of the 
Investors Policy Dialogue on Deforestation (IPDD). 
This collaboration was established in 2020 and is an 
investor-led sovereign engagement initiative that 
aims to halt deforestation. Through our membership 
and participation, we contribute to discussions, 
research and engagements with governments in 
countries that are vulnerable to deforestation, 
engaging in policy dialogue. There has been a recent 
focus in workstreams on Indonesia and Brazil. LGIM 
co-chairs a recently-launched working group 
established by the IPDD. This group will engage on 
the deforestation-free commodity regulations being 
debated and implemented in the UK, US, Europe and 
latterly China. The working group aims to run for two 
years, and work will begin shortly; investors are 
invited to join the group. 
 

 
 
Formal engagement – Three members of our Investment 
Stewardship team attended the United Nations Biodiversity 
conference COP15 in December. While in Montreal, the team 
contributed to panels and discussions, and engaged with other 
investors and policymakers, continuing our call for world 
leaders to agree a global biodiversity framework (GBF) for 
nature that is equivalent to the Paris Agreement for climate, 
accelerating efforts to halt and reverse nature loss over the 
coming decades, including robust 2030 and 2050 targets. 
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Contact us
For further information about LGIM, please visit lgim.com or contact your usual LGIM representative

Key risk

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested. 
Past performance is not a guide to the future. Reference to a particular security is for illustrative purposes only, is on a historic basis and does not mean that the 
security is currently held or will be held within an LGIM portfolio. The above information does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell any security. 
Assumptions, opinions and estimates are provided for illustrative purposes only. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass.

Disclaimer and important legal notice
All LGIM voting data is sourced internally. Further detail is available on request.
This document is not a financial promotion nor a marketing communication. It  has  been  produced  by  Legal  &  General  Investment  Management  Limited  and/or its  affiliates (‘Legal & 
General’, ‘we’ or ‘us’) as  thought  leadership  which represents  our intellectual property. The information contained in this document (the ‘Information’) may include our views on significant 
governance issues which can affect listed companies and issuers of securities generally. It  intentionally  refrains  from  describing  any  products  or  services  provided  by  any  of  the  regulated  
entities  within our  group  of  companies,  this  is  so  the document can be distributed to the widest possible audience without geographic limitation.
No party shall have any right of action against Legal & General in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the Information, or any other written or oral information made available in connection 
with this publication. No part of this or any other document or presentation provided by us shall be deemed to constitute ‘proper advice’ for the purposes of the Pensions Act 1995 (as amended). 

Limitations:
Unless otherwise agreed by Legal & General in writing, the Information in this document (a) is for information purposes only and we are not soliciting any action based on it, and (b) is not a 
recommendation to buy or sell securities or pursue a particular investment strategy; and (c) is not investment, legal, regulatory or tax advice. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we exclude all 
representations, warranties, conditions, undertakings and all other terms of any kind, implied by statute or common law, with respect to the Information including (without limitation) any 
representations as to the quality, suitability, accuracy or completeness of the Information.
The Information is provided ‘as is' and 'as available’. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Legal & General accepts no liability to you or any other recipient of the Information for any loss, damage 
or cost arising from, or in connection with, any use or reliance on the Information. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Legal & General does not accept any liability for any indirect, 
special or consequential loss howsoever caused and on any theory or liability, whether in contract or tort (including negligence) or otherwise, even if Legal & General has been advised of the 
possibility of such loss.

Third party data:
Where this document contains third party information or data ('Third Party Data’), we cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness or reliability of such Third Party Data and accept no 
responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect of such Third Party Data.

Publication, amendments and updates:
We are under no obligation to update or amend the Information or correct any errors in the Information following the date it was delivered to you. Legal & General reserves the right to update this 
document and/or the Information at any time and without notice. Although the Information contained in this document is believed to be correct as at the time of printing or publication, no 
assurance can be given to you that this document is complete or accurate in the light of information that may become available after its publication. The Information may not take into account 
any relevant events, facts or conditions that have occurred after the publication or printing of this document.
© 2023 Legal & General Investment Management Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 119272. Registered in England and Wales No. 02091894 with registered 
office at One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. D005411.

https://www.lgim.com/uk/en/insights/podcast/
https://www.lgim.com/
https://twitter.com/LGIM
https://www.lgimblog.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUmfV6VjfydEykC6QzXNPSQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/legal-&-general-investment-management/
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